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Contact your Griffin sales representative  
for more details and to place your order.

Griffin is a family-owned, full-service, horticultural distribution 
company serving growers across the United States. Our 
Controlled Environment Agriculture (CEA) Division is a specialized 
division that focuses on supporting growers of edible and 
medicinal crops. We work with growers producing crops in 
warehouses, greenhouses, high tunnels and fields. Our focused 
team brings expertise in structures, equipment, production 
supplies, culture, fertility, crop protection and more. Working with 
us, our customers find that our support results in top quality crops 
with improved operational efficiency for increased profitability. Let 
us know how we can help you!

Griffin works with hemp growers around the country. 
We understand liner production, field production, and 
greenhouse production. We would love to help you get 
your hemp project off the ground with success. 
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Let’s grow something 
Altogether. Better.

put our experts to WorK for You
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Contact the Griffin CEA team for your equipment, container, 
media, fertilizer and crop protection needs.

cea@griffinmail.com

GGSPro
GGSPro is the in-house technical support team for the Griffin family 
of businesses. The team brings more than a century of combined 
experience to the table, in service and support to all Griffin customers. 
GGSPro strives to provide prompt, practical and accurate technical 
support, in understandable terms, in order to enhance crop quality 
and profitability. The team’s areas of expertise include crop culture, 
sanitation protocols, plant physiology and pathology, chemical 
controls, biological control agents (BCAs) and nutrition.

Customized Nutrient Programs
Our team works with our GGSPro experts to develop nutrient 
programs specific to your needs. We tailor the program to your 
water quality, media and production philosophy (conventional or 
organic). Our comprehensive programs walk you through every 
step, including instructions for stock tank and reservoir prep. 
Ask about our programs for greenhouse crops and potted field 
crops. We also provide guidance for using granular, organic 
products for in-ground field crops.

Personalized BCA Plans
Success with BCAs is all about prevention. Our team will help 
you implement and continue a successful BCA plan that will 
virtually eliminate the need for chemical control of insects 
and mites through consistent, early action. Just like our 
nutrient programs, our BCA plans are created for your specific 
production scenario and needs. 

Structures and Equipment 
Our team members are experts at combining proven 
horticultural products with new technologies to provide 
solutions for greenhouse hemp production - for stock, liners 
and harvestable crops. From benching and lighting to light 
deprivation and nutrient injection, we know what works 
and how to best combine all the options to fit your unique 
operation. Regardless of the facility size, we start with your 
crop goals and personalize the solution to fit your crop needs. 

Field Solutions
Horticultural, field grown hemp has some special needs to 
ensure a healthy crop. Most importantly, the crop requires 
irrigation. Our team will design the perfect system for you - 
whether you are growing in the ground with mulch film or above 
ground in pots.


